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Bumblebee! Rounds & Warm-ups for Choirs is more than just a collection of 123 choir exercises.

Michael Griffin, who has taught and consulted throughout the world, shares timeless wisdom to help

you get your choir into shape."Will prove useful for almost everyone" -Rhinegold Music Teacher

Magazine."This is a great resource to add to one's library of rehearsal tricks." - Anacrusis, ACCC,

Canada"This is really good stuff for all kinds of vocal groups, choirs, conductors. Bravo!!" - Harrie

Spronken, Netherlands."This is the thinking person's guide to training a choir! Love it." - Margaret

May, Australia."It's great to have some fresh warm-ups to add to the repertory. Being short and

repetitive by their nature, we need lots of different ones and most of these are new to my choir. The

tips for actions and techniques etc. are really useful, and the advice at the back of the book has

made me review some of my strategies." - Philip Duffy, UK.
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I am a professional musician and through the years have directed many young choruses. This book

is fabulous. Not only is the author obviously a very accomplished musician but the comments on

vocal technique are absolutely accurate and workable for voices of any age. I would highly

recommend this book for the serious choral director.

I have used warm-up exercises in Bumblebee and found a lot of the material to be very refreshing! It

is great to have a resource close at hand that you can call upon quickly for something new. This



book will not disappoint!

Even as an experienced Choral Conductor and Composer, I have found this a really useful

resource. Great to dip into and find a new warm up (I can sometimes get stuck in a bit of a rut!), or a

different approach to warm ups. A browse of the rounds is also useful.

I have been looking for additional warm ups for my choir for a while. This has excellent physical and

vocal warm ups with advice. It also includes a great section in jazz.
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